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Welcome...
 

...to the Consultant applications series! This series is designed to help
you get the most from your Business Consultant professional
calculator.

The purpose of the Business Finance Consultant is to help you solve
the specialized problems your industry or profession demands. We've
worked with professionals in your field to provide a sample of analy-
sis concepts that are useful and relevant. Included are keystrokes and
routines to help you forecast sales or expenses, analyze profits, make
investment decisions and calculate depreciation. The Business Finance
Consultant is designed to serve both as a reference and a starting point
for using the Business Consultant to develop your own unique
analyses.

Before you use the solutions in this book, you should be familiar with
certain concepts from the owner’s manual:

B Chapter 1: the basics of your calculator—how to move from menu
to menu, identify and move to the MAIN menu, and use the menu
keys to do calculations.

B Chapter 9: entering and using formulas.

The examples in this book show two decimal places. If your display is
set to something other than two, the answers in your display will not
match exactly what is in this book. Refer to your owner’s manual for
more information about changing the number of decimal places.

For more information about the topics in the Business Finance Consul-
tant, refer to a basic textbook on the subject. Specific sources on the
more specialized topics are included at the end of those topics.
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When Entering Formulas...
 

When entering formulas into your Business Consultant, follow the in-
structions in chapter 9 of your owner’s manual. Here are hints to help
you In common error situations:

1- If the calculator displays IMYALID FORMULA when you press
005, the calculator doesn’t understand something in the for-
mula. When the formula returns to the screen, the cursor is
positioned where your calculator detected the error. Check the
formula in the screen against the formula in the book. Make sure
the parentheses match and that the operators are where they
should be.

If the calculator accepts the formula but your answer doesn’t
match the example, check the values stored in the menu key
variables by recalling them (press [RCL], then the menu key). If
the values are correct, return to the SOLVE menu and check the

formula. (Press to return to the SOLVE menu and press

G to view and edit the formula.) Check the formula against

the one in this book for accuracy. When you find an error, edit
the formula and press §Zi#eto display the custom menu again.

If the calculator displays INSUFFICIENT MEMORY when you
press I, you must free portions of memory before

continuing. Refer to pages 188 and 189 of the owner’s manual
for additional information.

   

The formulas in the Business Finance Consultant use variable names
that are intended to remind you of what to store. Feel free to change
them to something more meaningful to you.
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Return on Equity

The return on equity ratio measures the profitability of a company
relative to the amount of equity (ownership) capital invested. The
measure is usually calculated each year, over a period of five or more
years, to identify trends in this measure. Return on equity is also used
to compare companies or industries.

Entering and Using the ROE% Formula:

5.

From the MAIN menu, press to display the SOLVE menu.

 

Type in the ROE% formula as follows:

ROEX=INCOME-CAFITAL=108

Press § o verify the formula and display the custom menu.

 

Store two of the following variables:

B Return on equity as a percent in |  
® Total net income after taxes in

B Equity capital invested in the company (assets minus liabil-
ities) in

Press the menu key to calculate the unknown variable.

Example: Part 1. Your company has after tax earnings of
$2,500,000. The net worth is $18,000,000. What is the return on
equity?

Start from the ROE% custom menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

2500000 mEE

18000000 [

 

INCOME= Stores income after taxes.

2,588,00688, 806

  

CAPITAL= Stores capital investment
18,088,800, 488

ROEX=13.89 Calculates percent return
on equity.
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Part 2. Your industry averages 14.76% ROE. Given the capital in-
vestment in part 1, what after-tax income would you need to match
that return on equity?

14.76 ROE%=14.76 Stores industry return on
equity.

INCOME= Calculates income after
2,656,880.00 taxes.
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Bond Interest Coverage Ratio

The bond interest coverage ratio is a measure of a bond’s quality and
financial safety. It is a ratio of the funds available to pay interest dur-
ing a given year to the interest requirements associated with a bond
issue.

The calculation can be made several ways, depending on the legal
status of different issues of bonds, interest costs on other than bond
debt, and whether the company has issued preferred stock.

All other things being equal, the higher the coverage ratio, the higher
the quality of the bond.

Entering and Using the COVER Formula:

1. From the MAIN menu, press to display the SOLVE menu.

2. Type in the COVER formula as follows:

COVER=CEARNINGS+$INT ) +$#INT

3. Press to verify the formula and display the custom menu.

4. Store two of the following variables:

B Coverage ratio in AT .

® Earnings before taxes in [FIH -

B Annual interest payments in JESIEH .-

5. Press the menu key to calculate the unknown variable.

Bond Interest Coverage Ratio 11



Example: Part 1. What is the interest coverage ratio of a bond with

annual interest payments of $2,000,000, and corporate earnings be-
fore taxes of $8,000,000?

Start from the COVER custom menu.

Keys: Display:

8000000 [HII# ERRNINGS=
8,0800,000.00

 

$INT=

2,080,000, 00

2000000 ==

 

COVER=5.080

 

Description:

Stores corporate earnings.

Stores annual interest

payments.

Calculates the bond inter-
est coverage ratio.

Five dollars of funds are available to pay each dollar of bond interest.

Part 2. Suppose the average bond interest coverage ratio in your in-
dustry is 4.85. Calculate how much you could pay in annual interest
payments if you borrowed additional funds so that your bond interest
ratio matched that of the industry.

4.85 | COVER=4 .85

 

$INT=

2,877,922.88"

 

Stores bond interest cover-

age ratio.

Calculates annual interest

payments.

* The solver searches for a numerical solution and displays intermediate estimates.
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Price-to-Earnings Ratio

The price-to-earnings ratio is used by investors to indicate how much
they are investing to obtain one dollar of earnings. Individual securi-
ties are often compared to the ratios of stock market indexes or
averages.

Entering and Using the PERATIO Formula:

e1. From the MAIN menu, press [

2. Type in the PERATIO formula as follows:

FERRTIO=FRICE+EARNINGS

3. Presss

4. Store two of the following variables:

  3 to display the SOLVE menu.

o verify the formula and display the custom menu.  

B Price-to-earnings ratio in FETEE.

B Current market price of one share of common stock ins.

 

B Current earnings per share in [EIIIE.

 

5. Press the menu key to calculate the unknown variable.

Example: Part 1. Your company stock is selling for $75 per share
and has earnings of $6 per share. Calculate the price-to-earnings
ratio.

Start from the PERATIO custom menu.

  

Keys: Display: Description:

75 FRICE=F5.0808 Stores price per share.

EARNINGS=£, 88 Stores earnings per share.

FPERATIO=12.58 Calculates price-to-earn-
ings ratio.
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Part 2. The Dow Jones Industrial Average is $1,550. Earnings are
$140.90. Is your stock doing better or worse than the DJIA in terms of
price-to-earnings ratio?

1550 IS

140.9 [F5TEE

PRICE=1,550.08 Stores DJIA price.

 

EARNINGS=148,908 Stores DJIA earnings.

 

PERATIO=11.08 Calculates DJIA price-to-
earnings ratio.

 

The price-to-earnings ratio for your stock is higher than that of the
DJIA, indicating your stock is more attractive, relative to what the
average stock is doing.
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Return on Investment

One way of evaluating a new investment is through a simple return
on investment (ROI) analysis. Return on investmentis the ratio of net
profit after taxes to the assets used to make the net profit.

Although this calculation is simple to do on any calculator, using
SOLVE makesit easy to try what-if situations, and to analyze what
you can do to meet a minimum return on investment.

Entering and Using the ROI1% Formula:

From the MAIN menu, press%3to display the SOLVE menu.

Type in the ROI% formula as follows:

ROIX=C*#REV*FPROFX+-100>-%INV>*100

Press%0 to verify the formula and display the custom menu.

Store three of the following variables:

 

B Total revenues in [E

 

B Net profit as a percent of revenues in [FIi#.

 

B Capital investment in the project or business in [§

 

Press the menu key to calculate the unknown variable.
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Example: Part 1. A new store requires $480,000 in new assets. The

anticipated revenues the first year are $1,000,000. Your net profit goal
is 10%. Assuming the net profit goal is met, calculate the return on
investment.

Start from the ROI% custom menu.

 

Keys: Display:

1000000 & $REV=

1,080,008, 080

10 FPROFX=18 .80

 

480000 EILIA $INV=450, 000,38

 

ROI*x=28,383

 

Description:

Stores total anticipated
revenues.

Stores net profit percent.

Stores investment.

Calculates percent return
on investment.

Part 2. The store’s sales are actually $750,000 in the first year. Calcu-
late the ROI%.

750000 | $REV=7V508,000. 008

 

ROIX=15.863

 

Stores actual revenues.

Calculates percent return
on investment.

Part 3. At the level of revenues in part 2, what total investment can
you sustain to achieve an ROI of 18%.

ROI%*=18 .88

$INV=416,666.67

 

Stores required ROI%.

Calculates investment to

reach this goal.

Part 4. Suppose you realize a 5%net profit on revenues of $750,000.
Your investments are $480,000, as in part 1. Calculate the ROI%.

FPROF==5.088

$#INV=488,0080. 04

 

ROI==7V.81

16 Return on Investment

Stores net profit.

Stores investment.

Calculates return on

investment.



 

Break-Even Analysis

Break-even analysis is a technique for analyzing the relationships
among fixed costs, variable costs, and income. Until the break-even
point is reached (total costs equal total income), the producer operates
at a loss. After the break-even point, each unit produced and sold
makes a profit. The variables in the formula below are fixed costs,
variable costs per unit, sales price per unit, number of units sold, and
gross profit.

Entering and Using the PROFIT Formula:

1. From the MAIN menu, press to display the SOLVE menu.

2. Type in the PROFIT formula as follows:

FREOFIT=#50LD=CFPRICE-VARCOX-FIxCO

3. Press to verify the formula and display the custom menu.

4. Store four of the following variables:

® CGross profits in

B Number of units sold in

B Price per unit in

® Variable costs per unit in

B Fixed costs in

5. Press the menu key to calculate the unknown variable.
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Example: Part 1. Your product sells for $13. The fixed costs are
$12,000. Variable costs are $6.75 per unit. Calculate the number of
units that must be sold to break even (profit equals 0).

Start from the PROFIT custom menu.

  

Keys: Display: Description:

08 PROFIT=0.00 Stores break-even profit of
Zero.

13 E3EE FRICE=132.088 Stores price per unit.

6.75M YARCO=6.75 Stores variable costs per

unit.

12000 F#eges FIXCO=12,000,80 Stores fixed costs.

EEe #50LD=1,920 .00 Calculates number that

must be sold to break

even.

Part 2. Calculate the gross profit if 2,500 units are sold.

#50LD=2,5008 .00 Stores number sold.

 

[PROFI| PROFIT=3,625.00 Calculates gross profit.

Part 3. You want a gross profit of $4,500 at the sales volume in part
2 (2,500 units). What should the sales price be?

FROFIT=4,580.88  Stores required gross
profit.

 

PRICE=13.35 Calculates required sales
price.
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Forecasting Based on History

One method of forecasting is to look at historical trends. Once you
have historical data, the data are fit to a curve with time on the x-
axis, and the quantity you are forecasting on the y-axis. Linear curve
fit is appropriate if you have a fairly constant growth rate; exponential
curve fit is appropriate with compound growth, such as sales for a
new product.

1. From the MAIN menu, press 5to select the SUM menu.

Press [CLEAR BBZEEE to clear the list. (If you don’t want to

delete the list, name the old list and get a new one.)

. Enter your data. Press after each item.

g

Name your list.

. Get a new list and enter your second list as in step 3.

3

4

5

6. Name your list.

7. Press [N, EEEE, thenR

8. Select the list containing your x-values.

9 Select the model (@i for linear, #3770 for exponential).

10. Key in the x-value and press I8

11. Press {701 to forecast the y-value.

Example 1: Forecasting using linear curve fit. You want to deter-

mine the sales forecast for the next two years using a linear curve fit.
The following data represents your sales for the past nine years.

Sales

100,000

112,100

130,600

160,750

205,900

210,000

240,650

280,720

325,190

a 0 -
O
O
I
O
\
U
l

W
-
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Start from the MAIN menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

Displays SUM menu.

BCLEARALL] Clears the list.

  

1 [INPUT Enters time values.

2 [INPUT)
3 (INPUT]
4 [INPUT]
5 [INPUT]
6 (INPUT]
7 [INPUT]
8
9 TOTAL=45.80

YEARS Names the list.

 

Displays a new list.

100000 Enters sales data.
112100
130600
160750
205900
210000
240650
280720
325190 [INPUT] TOTAL=

1,765,918, 08

 

Names the list.

Displays FRCST menu.

 

*If you want to preserve thecurrent list, skip the next step (pressing [lCLEAR |), name

the list, then presse AT.
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Selects list YEARS as the x-

variable.

Selects linear model.

XLIST=10.600 Stores year 10 as the x-
value.

 

YLIST=335,876.39 Calculates a y-value—sales
forecast for year 10.

XKLIST=11.080 Stores year 11 as the x-
value.

 

YLIST=363,809.22 Calculates a y-value—sales
forecast for year 11.

 

Example 2: Forecasting using exponential curve fit. The sales

history for your new product is shown below for the first six months
after introduction.

Month Sales ($K)

June 31.7

July 52.5

August 48.3

September 56.6

October 72.7

November 90.9

Part 1. Using the exponential model, estimate the sales for
December.

Start from the MAIN menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

Displays SUM menu.

B(CLEARALL] Clears the list.

  

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing [AR|), name

the list, then press
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1 Enters month numbers.

2
3
4
5
6 TOTAL=21.080

5" MONTHS Names the list.

‘ Displays a new list.

31.7 Enters monthly sales.

52.5
48.3
56.6
72.7
90.9 [INPUT] TOTAL=352.70

| MOSLS Names the list.

Displays FRCST menu.

Selects list MONTH as the

x-variable.

Selects exponential model.

7 : XLIST=7.88 Stores month seven as the

x-value.

YLIST=185.78 Calculates a y-value—pro-
jected sales for December,

the seventh month.

Part 2. Calculate the continuous compound growth rate.

100 Calculates estimate of

(=) 18.29 monthly continuous com-
pound growth rate.
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Forecasting Using Simple Moving Average

Moving averages are often useful in forecasting. In a moving average,
a specified number of data points are averaged. When there is a new
piece of input data, the oldest piece of data is discarded to make room
for the most recent data. This replacement scheme makes the moving
average a valuable tool in following trends. The fewer the number of
data points, the more trend sensitive the averages become. With a
large number of data points, the average behaves more like a regular
average, responding slowly to new input.

From the MAIN menu, press §i to display the SUM menu.

Press [ CLEARALL ]|

delete the list, name

 

I to clear the list. (If you don’t want to

e old list and get a new one.)

  

Enter your data.

Press FE%el, then JIFN to calculate the average.L

When you have a new data point, move the pointer to the oldest
item. Enter the new item and press [INPUT]. The oldest item is
replaced by the new one.

Example. You want to calculate a 3 month moving average for the
units sold each month. Volumes for the first six months were:

January 4400 April 3670

February 5360 May 4040

March 2900 June 3200
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Start from the MAIN menu.

 

Im

4400 [INPUT]m
5360 [INPUT]
2900

3670

4040

3200

Display:

TOTAL=12,668 .08

MEARH=4, 228,80

TOTAL=11,938 .84

MEAMN=3,376 .67

TOTHL=18,618. 88

MEAN=3,536 &7

TOTAL=18,210. 840

MERHMH= T ) T [a
y

Description:

Displays SUM menu.

Clears the list.

Enters sales for first three

months.

Calculates average for the
first three months.

Moves pointer to top of
list.

Enters month four and de-

letes oldest item.

Calculates average for
months two, three, and
four.

Enters month five and de-

letes oldest item.

Calculates average for
months three, four, and

five.

Enters month six and de-

letes oldest item.

Calculates average for
months four, five, and six.

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing [Clean)), name

the list, then press | = .
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Simple Payback Period

The simple payback period method determines the length of time (in
years) required for a business to recover its entire investment in a cap-

ital expenditure. Capital expenditures are purchases of assets such as
machinery or equipment that have lives of one year or more.

The shorter the payback period, the better—the sooner the invest-
ment is recovered, the sooner the funds can be used for another
project. For a capital expenditure to be considered profitable, its life
must exceed the length of the payback period.

Entering and Using the PAYBK Formula:

1. From the MAIN menu, press to display the SOLVE menu.

2. Type in the PAYBK formula as follows:

FRAYBK=INVEST+-INFLOW

3. Press | ' to verify the formula and display the custom menu.

4. Store two of the following variables:

B Length of time in years required to recover investment in

B [nvestment in capital expenditure in

® Annual cash inflow for the life of the purchase in

5. DPress the menu key to calculate the unknown variable.

Example: Part 1. You are considering a new machine costing
$100,000. The annual cash inflow for the life of the machine is

$15,000. What is the payback period?

Start from the PAYBK custom menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

100000 107 INVEST= Stores investment.

180, 080,00

15000 fiEE INFLOW= Stores yearly inflow.
15,080,080

PAYBK PAYBK=6.67 Calculates payback period
In years.
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Part 2. Your company desires a payback period of 5 years. What
must the investment be to meet this goal?

FAYEK=5.08 Stores required payback
period.

5

 

INVEST=75,888,88 Calculates investment.
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Using NPV and IRR to Make Investment
Decisions

Net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR%) are used

to determine if an investment meets a minimum rate of return and

what rate of return can be expected. The built-in CFLO menu makesit
easy to calculate these two values.

The method below helps the decision-making process when choosing
between two mutually exclusive options—such as deciding between
two pieces of equipment. This method looks at the period by period
difference between the two investments, then uses these differences
as cash flows. The investment becomes the difference between option
A and option B. If the net present value is positive at the desired rate
of return, then the more expensive option is the better one; otherwise,
the less expensive option is better.

When the differences result in a conventional series of cash flows,
you can also look at the IRR%to determine which is the better invest-
ment. (Refer to the footnote in table 5-2 on page 87 of the owner’s
manual for the definition of “conventional series of cash flows.”) If

the IRR% is higher than your required percent, the investment in the
more expensive machine is a good investment. If the differences are
not a conventional series of cash flows (multiple sign changes), you
can still use NPV to analyze the investment.

1. From the MAIN menu, press [ii 11then J@i%ito display the

CFLO menu.

2. Press [CLEAR BBZEEM to clear the list. (If you don’t want to
delete the list, name the old list and get a new list.)

  

   

3. Calculate the difference between the cash flows for the two op-
tions for each period. Enter the net cash flows and number of
periods into the cash flow number list.

4. Press 9050 to display the cash flow CALC menu.

5. To calculate the net present value, enter the periodic interest rate
as a percent inA, then press BTN.

 

  

6. To calculate the internal rate of return, press i
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Example. You want to compare two equipment options. The table
below summarizes the initial flows, the cash flows over the five year

life of the machines, and the difference between the two options.

 

 

     

A B A-B

Initial Investment $—35,000 $—25,000 $—10,000

Cost in year 1 —200 —1,300 1,100

Cost in year 2 —200 —1,400 1,200

Cost in year 3 —200 —2,500 2,300

Cost in year 4 —800 —2,500 1,700

Cost in year 5 15,000 7,000 8,000
 

Calculate the IRR% and NPV to determine which machine should be
purchased. (Note that this is a conventional series of cash flows.) The
required rate of return is 10%.

Start from the MAIN menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

0 Displays CFLO menu.

BBCLEARALL] Clears list

  

10000 Enters initial cash flow.
PUT i

1100 [INPUT Enters cash flows.

INPUT

200 [INPUT

PUT

300 INPUT

NPUT

700 INPUT

ut

000 INPUT

NPUT

)
=
[
N

=

0

*If you want to preserve the current list, skip the next step (pressing [l£A7|), name

the list, then press .
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Displays CALC menu.

   

I%=10.00 Stores required return on

investment.

NPY=-151.75 Calculates net present
value.

IRR%=9.56 Calculates internal rate of
return.

Option B is the better choice because NPV is negative and IRR%is
9.56, less than the 10% required rate of return.
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Economic Ordering Quantity

The economic ordering quantity is the optimum quantity to order each
time an order is placed. It is based on the cost of placing and receiving
an order, annual sales, carrying costs (including warehousing costs,
interest on funds tied up in inventory, insurance, and obsolescence),
and the purchase price of the goods.

The equation below assumes that usage is at a constant rate and that
delivery lead times are constant.

Entering and Using the EOQ Formula:

30

From the MAIN menu, press to display the SOLVE menu.

Type in the EOQ formula as follows:

EOQ=S0RT(2XFIXCOX#UNITS+(CARY=X+-188XFRICE> >

Press | to verify the formula and display the custom menu.

Store the following variables:

® Fixed costs of placing and receiving an order in

® Annual unit sales in

B Carrying costs as a percentage of inventory value in

® Purchase price per unit of inventory in

Press to calculate the economic ordering quantity.

Economic Ordering Quantity



Example. Your annual sales are 10,000 units. Purchase price per unit
is $4.73. Carrying cost is 20% of inventory value and the cost of plac-
ing and receiving an order is $35. What is the economic ordering
quantity?

Start from the EOQ custom menu.

Keys: Display:

35 FTE FIXC0=35.,080

10000 = #UNITS=180,08808,00

{0l CARY% CARY*=208 .88

4.73 33 PRICE=4.73

EQQ=868.21

Description:

Stores fixed cost of placing
an order.

Stores annual sales in

units.

Stores carrying cost.

Stores price per unit.

Calculates economic or-

dering quantity.
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Cost of Failing to Take a Cash Discount

A cash discount gives a buyer a reduction in price if payment is made
within a specified time period. For example: “2/10, net 30" means
that the buyer can deduct 2 percent if payment is made within 10
days after the date of billing. If payment is not made within 10 days,
the full amount must be paid by the 30th day.

The formula below calculates the cost of failing to take the cash dis-
count. The cost is calculated as an annual interest rate charged for
delaying payment.

Entering and Using the COST% Formula:

1. From the MAIN menu, press Ei#73 to display the SOLVE menu.

2. Type in the COST% formula as follows:

COSTX=DISCX+C188-DISCX)x

368-(TOTDA-DISCDA>x108

  

3. Press Bto verify the formula and display the custom menu.

4. Store the following variables:

B Discount percent if the payment is made early in

B Total number of days until the bill must be paid in

® Number of days for which discount is available in |

5. Press [JiEi] to calculate the cost of failing to take the discount.e

Example 1. You receive a bill with the credit terms 2/10, net 30.
What is the cost of not taking the cash discount?

Start from the COST% custom menu.

Display: Description:

DISCx=2.808 Stores discount rate.

TOTDA=30 .08 Stores total days.

DISCDR=18.08 Stores number of days dis-

 

count is available.

R COS5T%=36.73 Calculates annual interest

rate for not taking the
cash discount.
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Example 2. Another bill has credit terms 3/10, net 180. What is the
cost of not taking this discount?

Keys: Display:

DISC%=3.08

TOTDAR=188,088

 

DISCDR=19 .06

COST==6.53

 

Description:

Stores discount rate.

Stores total days.

Stores number of days dis-
count is available.

Calculates annual interest

rate for not taking the cash
discount.
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Degree of Leverage

Leverage analyzes the fixed costs that are part of the cost of doing
business. Formulas for operating leverage, financial leverage and com-
bined leverage are included in this section.

Operating Leverage

Operating leverage focuses on a company’s fixed operating costs.
These costs include administrative costs, rent, and depreciation ex-
penses and do not include interest on debt.

The degree of operating leverage is defined as the percentage change
in earnings before interest and taxes as a result of a percentage
change in units sold. The greater a firm’s degree of operating lever-
age, the more its earnings before interest and taxes vary with unit
sales fluctuations.

Entering and Using the OPLEV Formula:

1. From the MAIN menu, press Ei¥%3 to display the SOLVE menu.

2. Type in the OPLEV formula as follows:

OPLEV=1+C(1-FIXCO+(HUNITSXC(PRICE-VARCO> 2>

3. Press¥to verify the formula and display the custom menu.

4. Store the following variables:

B Fixed costs in [#E{E.

 

® Number of units sold in LN.

 

B Price per unit in GEEH.

 

B Variable costs per unit in FEEEE.

 

5. Press @837 to calculate the degree of operating leverage.
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Example 1. Your company sold 10,000 units last year at $20 each.
Fixed costs were $50,000; variable costs per unit were $5. Calculate

the degree of operating leverage.

Start from the OPLEV custom menu.

Keys: Display:

FIXC0=50, 000,00

#UNITS=18, 080,00

 

PRICE=20.008

5 VARCO=5.00

OPLEV=1.50

Financial Leverage

Description:

Stores fixed costs.

Stores number of units

sold.

Stores price per unit.

Stores variable costs per
unit.

Calculates degree of op-
erating leverage.

Financial leverage focuses on a company’s financial fixed costs. The
primary example is interest expense on borrowed funds.

The degree of financial leverage is defined as the percentage change
in earnings per share as a result of a percentage change in earnings
before interest and taxes. The greater a firm’s degree of financialle-
verage, the greater the fluctuations in the return on owner’s equity.

Entering and Using the FINLEV Formula:

1. From the MAIN menu, press to display the SOLVE menu.

2. Type in the FINLEV formula as follows:

FINLEV=1=C(1-$INT=(#HUNITSX(PRICE-VARCO)> -

FIXCO2>

3. Press to verify the formula and display the custom menu.
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4. Store the following variables:

B Annual interest expense in ERLEN.

B Number of units sold in FZUIE.

B Price per unit in FEEE.

B Variable costs per unit in [FZIEE .

B Fixed cost in [FEEE.

5. Press to calculate the financial leverage.

Example 2. Use the same information in example 1. Your company’s
interest expense is $20,000. If you have done example 1 and the com-
mon variables (#UNITS, PRICE, VARCO and FIXCO) are still stored,

skip the shaded portion. If you haven’t done example 1, do the
shaded portion first.

Start from the FINLEV custom menu.

 

Keys: Display: Description:

10000 #UNITS=19,0800,88 Stores number of units
sold.

20 PRICE=28.00 Stores price per unit.

5 VARCO=5, 08 Stores variable costs per
unit.

50000 FIXC0=58,800.08  Stores fixed costs.

20000 EX0GE $INT=20,000.00 Stores interest expense.

FINLEY=1.25 Calculates financial
leverage.
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Combined Leverage

The degree of combined leverage measures the total leverage caused
by both operating fixed costs and financial fixed costs.

Degree of combined leverage indicates the percentage change in net
after-tax earnings due to a one percent change in sales. Combined
leverage increases as operating leverage and financial leverage in-
crease. The degree of combined leverage measures the impact of
operating and financial fixed costs on variability of net income.

Entering and Using the COMBLEV Formula:

1- From the MAIN menu, press to display the SOLVE menu.

 

Type in the COMBLEV formula as follows:

COMBLEVW=1+C1-CFIXCO+$INT >+

CHUNITS*xC(PRICE-VARCOY >

Press to verify the formula and display the custom menu.

 

Store the following variables:

Fixed costs in

 

Annual interest expense in  
Price per unit in

 

=

m

B Number of units sold in

m

m Variable costs per units in

 

Press to calculate the degree of combined leverage.
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Example 3. Use the information in examples 1 and 2 to calculate
combined leverage. If you have done example 2 and the common
variables (#UNITS, PRICE, VARCO, FIXCO, and $INT) are still
stored, skip the shaded portion. If you haven’t done example 2, do
the shaded portion below first.

Start from the COMBLEV custom menu.

Keys: Display:

50000 FIXC0=50,0800.00

20000 $INT=20,000.00

10000 BUNITS=10,000, 080

20 PRICE=20.00

5 VARCO=5. 8@

COMBLEV=1.88
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Description:

Stores fixed costs.

Stores annual interest cost.

Stores number of units

sold.

Stores price per unit.

Stores variable costs per
unit.

Calculates the combined

leverage.



 

Depreciation Calculations

Four methods of depreciation are included in this section: straight-
line, sum-of-the-years-digits, declining-balance, and Accelerated Cost
Recovery System.

Note for straight-line, sum-of-the-years-digits and declining-balance
depreciation: If the number of months in the first calendar yearis less
than 12, the amount of depreciation in the first year and last year will
be less than a full year’s depreciation. The actual number of years that
depreciation will occur is equal to the life plus one. For example, a
drill has a life of three years and is purchased three months before
year end. The following time diagram shows that depreciation will
occur over four calendar years.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
l ] ] ] |
[ | | | |
 

3 year life

Straight-Line Depreciation

Entering and Using the SL Formula:

1. From the MAIN menu, press to display the SOLVE menu.

 

2. Type in the SL formula as follows:

SL=C(BO0OK-SALV)>+=LIFEX#MO=+12

3. Press | o verify the formula and display the custom menu.  
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4. Store the following variables:

B Starting book value in

 

B Salvage value in |

 

B Useful life expectancy in |

 

® Number of months in the year that you depreciate the asset in

  Press |IS to calculate the yearly straight-line depreciation on

the asset.

 

Example 1: Part 1. On September 1, your company purchased a
machine for $10,000. Its useful life is 5 years, and the salvage value is
$500. Calculate the depreciation for the first year.

Start from the SL custom menu.

  

Keys: Display: Description:

10000 FEL BOOK=18,000,080 Stores book value.

SALY=500 .00 Stores salvage value.

LIFE=5.00 Stores useful life.

#M0=4 .00 Stores number of months
in the year asset is
depreciated.

SL=633.33 Calculates straight-line

 

depreciation for year one.

Part 2. Calculate the depreciation for years two, three, four, and five.

12 L

 

40

#M0O=12.00 Stores number of months

asset is depreciated.

 

SL=1,900.00 Calculates straight-line
depreciation for years two,
three, four, and five.
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Part 3. Calculate the depreciation for year six. The remaining depre-
ciable life is 8 months.

  

#M0=8 .00 Stores number of months
in the year that asset is
depreciated

SL=1,266.67 Calculates depreciation for
eight months of year six.

Sum-of-the-Years-Digits Depreciation

Entering and Using the SOYD Formula:

1. From the MAIN menu, press [l o display the SOLVE menu.

 

Type in the SOYD formula as follows:

SOYD=IFC(YR#=1:#MO: 12XCLIFE-#MO+12-YR#+2)+

LIFE>XC(BOOK-SALVY>+(SXLIFE+LIFE+5>

Press to verify the formula and display the custom menu.

 

Store the following variables:

B Year number in

 

® Number of months in the year that you depreciate the asset in

B Useful life expectancy in  B Starting book value in

B Salvage value in

Press | | to calculate the depreciation for the year.
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Example 2. On January 1, you purchased an asset for $25,000, with

a useful life of 5 years and a $1,500 salvage value. Calculate the
depreciation for each year.

Start from the SOYD custom menu.

Keys: Display:

YR#=1.00

 

#MO=12 .00

LIFE=5.h 6806

 

25000 JLEA BOOK=25,000 .00

1500

  

SALV=1,5048 .00

sSovyD=7,833.33

 

YR#=2 .08

S0YD=6,266.67

YR#=3 008

S0vyD=4,700 .00

YR#=4 00

SovyD=3,133.33

YR#=5.00

 

SoYD=1,3566.67
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Description:

Stores year number.

Stores number of months
in first year asset is
depreciated.

Stores useful life.

Stores book value.

Stores salvage value.

Calculates depreciation for
year one.

Stores year number.

Calculates depreciation for
year two.

Stores year number.

Calculates depreciation for
year three.

Stores year number.

Calculates depreciation for
year four.

Stores year number.

Calculates depreciation for
year five.



Declining-Balance Depreciation

Entering and Using the DB Formula:

1.

 

From the MAIN menu, press to display the SOLVE menu.

Type in the DB formula as follows:

DB=BOOKX(FRACT%+C188XLIFE>>X#MO0=-12

Press A% to verify the formula and display the custom menu.

Store the following variables:

B Remaining book value in EGEE .

 

B Declining-balance factor as a percent in.

 

B Useful life expectancy in FHEH .

 

® Number of months in the year that you depreciate the asset in

 

58to calculate depreciation.

For subsequent years, subtract depreciation from remaining book
Value and store the new remaining book value by pressing (STO]

[Iil# . Repeat step 5 to calculate depreciation for the next
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Example 3. Use the information in example 2 to calculate the depre-
ciation for each year using declining balance. Use 200% as the
declining-balance factor.

Start from the DB custom menu.

            

Keys: Display: Description:

25000 BOOK=25,000.00 Stores book value.

200 FACT%=200.00 Stores declining-balance
factor.

LIFE=S.88 Stores useful life.

#MO=12,08 Stores number of months
in the year asset is
depreciated.

DB=10,800 .00 Calculates depreciation for
year one.

(-] DB=10,0800.00 Calculates and stores re-

maining book value.

DB=6,000 .00 Calculates depreciation for
year two.

(-] DB=6,000.080 Calculates and stores re-
maining book value.

DB=3,600.08 Calculates depreciation for
year three.

(-] B DB=3,600.00 Calculates and stores re-
maining book value.

DB=2,160.00 Calculates depreciation for
year four.

(-] B DB=2, 166,00 Calculates and stores re-
maining book value.

DB=1,296 .00 Calculates depreciation for
year five.
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Accelerated Cost Recovery System

No formula exists for determining ACRS percentage. Tables must be
used to find the appropriate recovery percentage. (Refer to Internal
Revenue Service Publication 534 on Depreciation for the ACRS ta-
bles.) The percentage varies with the life of the investment and when
the investment was made. The formula below determines the depreci-
ation amount based on your input of the recovery percentage.

The cost recovery deduction is equal to the original book value times
the appropriate percentage from the appropriate table. The book value
need not be reduced by the salvage value.

Entering and Using the ACRS Formula:

From the MAIN menu, press Ei#%3 to display the SOLVE menu.

 

Type in the ACRS formula as follows:

ACRS=RCOV%+108xBO0OK

Press | to verify the formula and display the custom menu.

 

Store the following variables:

B Recovery percentage from the table in

 

B Starting book value in |

 

Press J to calculate depreciation for the period.
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Example 4. A piece of equipment was purchased for $13,950 in
1986. Find the depreciation for the equipment’s five-year life. The re-
covery percentages for years one through five are 20%, 32%, 24%,
16%, 8%.

Start from the ACRS custom menu.

Keys: Display:

13950 BOOK=13,950.00

20 RCOV%=20.088

ACRS=2, 7908 .00

 

RCOVX%=32 .00

 

ACRS=4,464 .00

 

RCOV==24 .00

 

ACRS=3, 348.06

 

16 RCOV%=16.00

ACRS=2,232.00

RCOV*=8.00

 

ACRS=1,116.00
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Description:

Stores book value.

Stores recovery percent for
year one.

Calculates depreciation for
year one.

Stores recovery percent for
year two.

Calculates depreciation for
year two.

Stores recovery percent for

year three.

Calculates depreciation for
year three.

Stores recovery percent for
year four.

Calculates depreciation for
year four.

Stores recovery percent for
year five.

Calculates depreciation for
year five.



A
Conserving Memory
 

The formulas in this book are intended to provide useful solutions.
The variable names are several characters long to be meaningful to
you. The formulas change a percent to a decimal so you don’t have to
remember to do it. These features make the formulas longer and take
up more memory. Here are a few hints to help you conserve memory,
should you need to:

B Shorten variable names. Variables are named to be as intuitive as

possible. One way to save memory is to use single letter variable
names.

B Delete division by 100. The formulas using a percent are written so
you enter the percentage rather than the decimal value. Examples
of this are tax rate as a percent, discount rate as a percent, or inter-

est rate. If you do delete division by 100 from the formulas,
remember to divide the percent by 100, or enter the percent and
press (%], before storing the value in the variable.

B Delete variables for other formulas. When the SOLVE menu is dis-
played and you press |||CLearn BEEER, the variables are erased,
giving you more usable memory. (If you select instead of

all formulas and their variables will be gone.)

   

B Delete individual formulas. When the SOLVE menu is displayed,
move the pointer to the formula you want to delete, and press
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